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Magnus Enckell’s Resurrection, painted for the altarpiece of St John’s Church in Tampere (now
Tampere Cathedral), was completed in the spring of 1907, and was a key part of the overall
scheme of works commissioned for the building’s interior. The church’s architecture and its
abundance of paintings have made it one of Finland’s most important total works of art from
the turn of the 20th century.

Modern church art
The competition to design St John’s Church was won by Lars Sonck in 1900, and construction
began in 1902. The original competition assignment included instructions for relatively simple
interior decoration, which Sonck incorporated into his own plan from 1902.1 The architect’s
ideas included fresco paintings and stained glass on the choir window. In his preliminary
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Panel of experts at Herrainmäki, Tampella, on their way to view the paintings for St John’s Church
in Tampere. From left J.J. Tikkanen, Magnus Enckell, Albert Edelfelt, Birger Federley and Lars
Sonck, 1905. Photographer Hugo Simberg. The Hugo Simberg Archive. Archive Collections, Finnish
National Gallery

discussions with Magnus Enckell, the artist was asked to provide a cost estimate, as well as
preliminary drafts in 1903. In the autumn of that year, on Albert Edelfelt’s recommendation,
the painting assignment was awarded to Enckell and Hugo Simberg. A panel of experts,
comprising Edelfelt, Professor of Art History J.J. Tikkanen, Pastor Karl Oskar Fontell, Architect
Birger Federley and Lars Sonck, was appointed to evaluate sketches and oversee the progress
of the work.
Enckell and Simberg’s commission did not include a pre-planned visual design or
any apportioning of labour between the two artists, but rather they were given free rein to
follow their artistic vision.2 They agreed that Enckell would create a large altar painting for
the church choir, while Simberg would be responsible for the rest of the interior paintings and
they would work together on decorating the building’s six stained-glass windows. Of these,
Enckell designed the thorn-themed window in the choir above his Resurrection fresco.3 There
is hardly any correspondence or surviving documentation between the two artists, who
were good friends, regarding the design and execution of the paintings,4 but sketches and
photographs of Simberg’s work in particular are widely known.5 Simberg began work in the
autumn of 1904 and was almost finished by the end of 1906, after which Enckell’s intensive
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Magnus Enckell, Resurrection, sketch for the Tampere Cathedral altarpiece, 1906, gouache,
charcoal and pencil on paper, 68.5cm x 185.5cm
Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Hannu Aaltonen

work on the altarpiece began.6 This was completed in May 1907, just a week before the
church was dedicated.
Enckell had considered realising his work in oil but, like Simberg, he ended up painting
a fresco, even though he had scant experience of using this technique. The final decision
to paint a fresco came as a result of his third trip to Italy in 1905, when he toured the area
around Naples. Among other things, he was particularly impressed by the intense colours in
the frescoes he saw in Pompeii: in a letter to J.J. Tikkanen he called this ‘the greatest artistic
shock since becoming acquainted with the French Impressionists’.7 Enckell received guidance
from Simberg on the technique in early 1906, and Resurrection, which measures around ten
metres wide and nearly four metres high, remained his sole fresco painting.
Resurrection’s visual themes are loosely based on the biblical description of the Last
Judgment of the End of Days. In the left-hand part of the painting, the dead are rising from
their graves, while in the centre to the right there is a blissful procession towards eternal
life. Enckell’s work does not reproduce any pre-existing depiction of the resurrection, but
it has been shown that he was aware of and was influenced by historical examples. These
include the Italian Renaissance artist Luca Signorelli’s frescoes Resurrection of the Flesh and
Procession of the Blessed, in the Brizio Chapel of Orvieto Cathedral,8 and Masaccio’s frescoes
in the Brancacci Chapel of the Church of Santa Maria del Carmine in Florence, where Enckell
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Magnus Enckell, sketches for the Resurrection fresco in Enckell’s sketchbooks (1902–06)
Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Tero Suvilammi

had copied Expulsion of Adam and Eve in 1898.9 Late medieval church paintings in Finnish
churches in Hattula and Lohja, for instance, have been considered as bearing similarities to
Enckell’s work.10 The simplistic interpretation of the Resurrection lacks any concrete references
to the drama of the Last Judgment, or to the tension between paradise and damnation; the
figures in Enckell’s painting are on a leisurely journey towards the light in a landscape that
contains no recognisable features of any particular place and, on the other hand, no reference
to any kind of supernatural realities.

Matter, spirit and resurrection
Even before their completion, the St John’s Church paintings attracted a lot of attention and
even a wave of criticism extending to a sort of image dispute. The main reason for the moral
indignation that was experienced mainly among congregational and ecclesiastical circles was
Simberg’s winged serpent on the apex of the church ceiling, and the nudity of the twelve
boys carrying the rose vine he painted on the gallery railing. The uproar also extended to
the figures on the left in Enckell’s Resurrection, even though their physical carnality and his
depiction of ascending bodies has much in common with similar representations of traditional
ecclesiastical art. Signorelli’s aforementioned fresco, for example, also features muscular
men struggling from their graves. That said, however, the bodies ascending from Enckell’s
tomb clearly differ from the somewhat passive nature of the mostly clothed characters in his
blissful procession. This was not overlooked in the abundant contemporary writing inspired by
the paintings where, for example, it could be ironically stated that, in this resurrection, only
men would rise naked from their graves while women were permitted to stay clothed on the
other side.11
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Magnus Enckell, sketch for the Resurrection fresco in Enckell’s
sketchbook (1902–06)
Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Jenni Nurminen

The characters in the procession of the blessed
appear mostly impersonal, except for the young boy
depicted on the right, as well as the young man and woman,
who have been interpreted as incarnations of the Christian
Fall into sin – Adam and Eve. In contrast with the others,
they have been portrayed by Enckell as individuals who are
expressing human emotions. There are also clear indications
of sexuality in the nature of the couple, as well as the
pre-pubescent boy: the shape of the young woman’s body
shines out from under her light clothing; the young man’s
hips are covered by a thin cloth in the final painting; and the
boy’s nudity indicates that he has yet to enter puberty. It is
easy to spot references to different cultures in the manner
that the other figures in the procession are dressed. In this
way, the painting underscores a universal humanist view
that transcends cultural and religious boundaries, and this
was also widely praised in the work’s reception.
Resurrection’s parallel portrayal of ascending carnal
corporeality on one hand, and blissful, mostly ethereal
immateriality on the other, was perceived immediately
after it was completed – and also in some subsequent
art-historical evaluations – as a problem or an outright
weakness in the work. Enckell’s biographer, Jaakko
Puokka, noted in 1949 that the painting’s real weak point
is the ‘fragmentation’ on its left-hand side, as it interferes with its otherwise purified and
transcendental nature.12 In his A History of Finnish Art, published in 1945, Onni Okkonen states
that Enckell had been unable to ‘sufficiently infuse matter with spirituality’ in his ascending
male figures.13 Nils-Gustav Hahl, for his part, writes in his thesis on Enckell in 1942 that the
‘muscles of the resurrected dominate at the expense of the soul’, and that ‘the Resurrection
men are far too dense’.14 This was not a unanimous view, however – Johannes Öhqvist’s
History of Finnish Art, published as early as 1912, describes the composition as ingenious, and
sees no contradiction in the depiction.15
However, the collision of matter and spirit that seems disturbing to some can also be
seen as the essential content of the work. The philosophical and vitalist world view at the turn
of the 20th century emphasised the transcendence of the traditional divide between spirit
and matter, for instance by perceiving time, matter, instinct and intuition, in the manner of
vitalist theorist Henri Bergson, as a monistic entity that defines all life. A direct reference to
Bergson underpinning Enckell’s way of thinking can be found in Sigurd Frosterus’ late essay
from 1950, in which he writes: ‘In the stellar nebula that surrounds the organic life force –
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Magnus Enckell painting
the Resurrection altar fresco in
St John’s Church in Tampere,
1907. Photographer
Hugo Simberg.
Slide Collection. Archive
Collections, Finnish National
Gallery

Bergson’s l’élan vital – the individual’s fear and desire for immortality, with all its frightening
aspects, was the focus of the unstructured world view that Enckell grappled with in his art.’16
In writing about Hugo Simberg’s works in St John’s Church, Riikka Stewen strongly
emphasises the Symbolists’ artistic tendency to deconstruct cultural and ideological borders.
It would thus be possible to restore the meaning of the images to a sensory experience that
transcends the dichotomy of mind and matter. The same idea can be applied to Enckell’s
Resurrection in such a way that the construction of material corporeality and spirituallyinterpreted ethereality as parts of the same image concretely embodies the presence of
different aspects of life in the universal human condition.

The altarpiece fresco within the continuum of Enckell’s oeuvre
The male naked body, as the bearer of the essential meanings of a work of art, asserts
Resurrection’s place in the continuum of Enckell’s early works through paintings such as
The Awakening (1894) and Melancholy (1895).17 In 1925, Enckell designed a large-scale
16
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Magnus Enckell, Resurrection, study for the right
side of the Tampere Cathedral altarpiece, 1907,
oil on canvas, 236cm x 174cm
August and Lydia Keirkner Fine Arts Collection,
Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum

Magnus Enckell, sketch for the Resurrection
fresco in Enckell’s sketchbook (1902–06)
Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art
Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Tero Suvilammi

Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Hannu Pakarinen

exhibition of his own works in the Ateneum in Helsinki, and then in Stockholm.18 A series
of documentary photographs from the Stockholm exhibition reveals that the large sketches
for Resurrection were ostentatiously hung alongside the artist’s early works in order to
underscore the connection between the altarpiece and the artist’s early themes. The left
part of the preliminary work was hung between Two Boys (1892) and The Awakening, while
the right side was flanked by Reclining Boy (1892) and Boy with Skull (1893).19 Still-life studio
photographs associated with the figures rising from the grave, which form part of Enckell’s
photographic legacy, show the artist’s special devotion to the ascending nudes.20
The altarpiece also contains intersections with Enckell’s themes and works after
the turn of the 20th century, and post-Resurrection themes such as sunny seashores. The
undated watercolour sketch of the altarpiece tells us that, at some point, the resurrection was
dominated in Enckell’s mind by the ubiquitous radiance of the sun at the top of the image.
This concurs with the vitalist elemental themes that had increasingly interested the artist
since the turn of the 20th century. One might therefore think that, in a modern version of
the resurrection, the sun, which expresses the life force and is common to all, could replace
the powerful gods and angels of the Last Judgment that populate the heavenly portion of
Resurrection images in older art.
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Enckell contracted pneumonia in Stockholm, where he had travelled to prepare and open the
exhibition. The illness worsened and he died at the Maria Hospital in Stockholm on 27 November
1925. The exhibition was on display at the Stockholm Academy of Arts until 22 November 1925.
Photographs in Magnus Enckell’s Archive, Coll. 471. The National Library of Finland.
Photographs in Magnus Enckell’s Archive, Coll. 471. The National Library of Finland.
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Photographic studies for the Resurrection fresco. Magnus Enckell’s Archive
(Coll. 471). The National Library of Finland

There is no concrete solar theme in the final altarpiece, nor in the
sketch of the entire fresco, which was completed in 1906, although the
altar fresco is dominated by a light that is drawing the procession out of
the shadows. The gestures of the two standing men rising from the grave
show the intensity of the glare of this light as they open their bodies to
the source of life, reminding us of the sketch with the theme of the sun.
The subject of Enckell’s painting Boys on the Beach (1910), which was
completed three years later and is considered one of the crystallising works on the theme of
open-air vitalism in his oeuvre, is another naked boy on the beach, whose stance reminds us
of the dazzled figure in Resurrection.
Enckell and Simberg mounted a joint exhibition at the Finnish House of Nobility in
the autumn of 1907, with most of the works on show being related to the monumental
paintings of St John’s Church. The exhibition received a lot of attention and furthered the
discussion that the church paintings had initiated. Frosterus, Enckell’s friend and supporter
and a collector of his art, rated Resurrection as the pinnacle of Enckell’s work to date, and
saw its hallmark as the masculinity that ran through all of his work. Frosterus emphasised
the timelessness and religious breadth of the work, as well as Enckell’s impressionistic way of
seeing. He elevated it to the forefront of European modern monumental art, comparing it to
the works of the French artist Maurice Denis, in particular. His only misgivings concerned the
woman in the procession of the blessed, whom he described as hysterical.21
In the following years, Frosterus prominently advocated the renewal of Finnish painting
in the spirit of colourful Neo-Impressionism, with the colour palette still brightening after
the guiding star of Enckell’s Resurrection. Frosterus’s writing gave Enckell a leading role as a
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Magnus Enckell, sketches for the Resurrection fresco in Enckell’s sketchbook (1902–06)
Finnish National Gallery / Ateneum Art Museum
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Tero Suvilammi

reformer. He was waiting for international modernism to settle into Finnish painting, and the
‘triumph of the rainbow of colours’ that emerged in Enckell’s art, especially in 1909, realised
his expectations.22 The influence of Frosterus’s writing on later Finnish art-historical literature
has in fact been remarkably great.23
However, it seems that Enckell’s Resurrection fresco and his other works from the same
period have been overshadowed by art-historical interest in the two phases before and after
that renewed Finnish visual art: Enckell is primarily associated with major development cycles
in international modern art; the Symbolism of the 1890s and the Neo-Impressionism that
arose in the first half of the 1910s.
The Church of St John in Tampere as a whole has often been seen as an expression of
a national romantic art movement at the turn of the 20th century. However, neither Enckell’s
paintings nor Simberg’s works in the church fit into the interpretive framework that values
Finnish art from a national angle. Ludvig Wennervirta, who was known as an advocate of the
national art perspective, wrote extensively about the struggle between national and nonnational threads running through the history of Finnish modern art at the annual autumn
exhibition of Finnish artists in 1913, stating that ‘Enckell and Simberg’s paintings in St John’s
Church in Tampere are partly excluded from this trend [in national art]’.24
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Frosterus compiled his key texts related to modern painting into a collection of essays
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Installation view of Magnus Enckell’s exhibition
at the Royal Swedish Academy of Fine Arts in
Stockholm 27 October – 22 November 1925,
showing (centre) study for Resurrection. Magnus
Enckell’s Archive (Coll. 471). The National Library
of Finland

Installation view of Magnus Enckell’s exhibition
at the Royal Swedish Academy of Fine Arts in
Stockholm 27 October – 22 November 1925,
showing (right) sketches for stained glass, (left)
study for Resurrection. Magnus Enckell’s Archive
(Coll. 471). The National Library of Finland

Of the art in the Church of St John in
Tampere, Enckell’s contribution was often
highlighted in contemporary critiques.
Resurrection is more clearly related to Christian
themes than Simberg’s frescoes, and therefore
may have been more easily received.25
Simberg’s paintings, on the other hand, as
part of the artist’s distinctive symbolism, have
been the subject of a lot of research interest in
recent decades.26 Narratives that highlight the
emphasis on autonomy in modernist, free and
self-directed art have often generally marginalised public and church art in a religious context.
However, in recent years, spirituality in its broader sense in the art of the turn of the 20th
century has attracted the interest of scholars, and altarpieces by Finnish artists have also thus
become objects of new art-historical interest.27
Key words: Resurrection; Altarpieces; Frescos; Tampere Cathedral; Spirituality; Religious art;
The nude male; Vitalism
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